EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
DICOTA 2016 CONVENTION
April 28-May 1, 2016; Dallas, Texas
Leveraging the Tanzanian Diaspora Capacity: Linking Growth
Opportunity and Prosperity
(Note: see the Updated Program for details on each session’s presenter and agency affiliation)

On April 28 – May 1 2016, the Diaspora Council of Tanzanians in America (DICOTA) drew over 300
delegates. The convention was held at the Hyatt Regency North Dallas, 701 E Campbell Rd, Richardson, TX
75081, U.S.A. His Excellency, President of the United Republic of Tanzania, Dr. John Pombe Magufuli,
delivered the keynote speech through his representative Ambassador Wilson Masilingi, Tanzania’s
Ambassador to the United States.
The convention brought together members of the Tanzanian Diaspora in the United States America,
Tanzanian private sector and government officials; key decision makers from Tanzania and U.S. businesses;
financial institutions, and international organizations with vested interest in investment and growth in the
country. The conference presented attendees with the latest trade and investment opportunities in all
sectors of the economy, while providing a forum for potential partnership formation through many
networking opportunities.
For the first time in DICOTA’s convention history, the local steering committee involved five different
communities in the host state – Texas: Dallas was the primary host community, who were joined by nearby
communities including Austin, Houston, Kansas City, Oklahoma City and Wichita. Between DICOTA, the
local committee, rapporteurs and other volunteers, about 45 individuals took part in planning and/or
working at the convention itself. Planners at the national and local levels instituted various new elements
in its planning activities – including frequent and targeted social marketing using a variety of mediums
(flyers, videos, newsletters and sneak peeks, participation on radio shows, etc.), leading to an extremely
successful convention despite several glitches and detours, following general elections in Tanzania months
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before the Convention. Raffles were also introduced for the first time as an incentive to registration before
and during the convention. In addition to live streaming throughout the convention provided by
Vijimambo/ DJ Luke, DICOTA’s rapporteurs and board members were also posting live updates via
Facebook, Twitter, and other social media. All planners and delegates were encouraged to join DICOTA’s
trending with the tagline line #DICOTA2016, which proved to be very successful and having reached
thousands by mid-May (when this document was produced).

CONVENTION HIGHLIGHTS
 Official Opening Ceremony, Friday, April 29, 2016:
 Following Tanzania’s national anthem and our host country the U.S., DICOTA’s President Dr.
Ndaga Mwakabuta welcomed delegates to DICOTA’s sixth Convention.
 Mr. Bob Townsend, Council Member for the City of Richardson, Texas, read the proclamation
declaring April 29 2016 as Tanzania Day.
 Welcome and Acknowledgement letters from the Governor of Texas and Dallas Mayor were
also read.
 Ambassador Masilingi thanked DICOTA leaders and all planners for the hard work in
planning the convention.
 He proceeded to read President Magufuli’s Keynote Speech verbatim.

 President Magufuli’s Keynote Speech:
 The president reminded us that Tanzania elections are over, it is time to work – Hapa Kazi
tu!
 Tanzania now has the first woman Vice President.
 It has been a priority for the president to promote discipline, accountability and
transparency within the government.
 Tanzania is becoming East Africa’s largest tourist destination. We can become Africa’s top
tourist destination.
 The president is working hard to make sure all sectors are functioning at capacity, including
medical equipment that can prevent terminal diseases or save lives of those already affected.


Session 1: This is your Tanzania: The Role of the Diaspora in Tanzania's Vision
2025
 Mr. Mufuruki joined us via a video recorded by Clouds Media Group earlier this week. His
message included: Tanzanians in the Diaspora can change the way Tanzania and Africa is
perceived in the world by improving Tanzania’s brand equity and change how Tanzanians
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perceives themselves. Tanzanians abroad must endeavor to build individual and community
success and identify themselves to build Tanzania’s image. It’s not enough to just wear our
clothes and eat our food. Never give up your Tanzanian identity no matter what citizenship
you hold.
 Ambassador Anisa Mbega shared the power of the Diaspora, including examples from China,
Mexico, and Nigeria. In addition: Remittances to Tanzania continue to grow. Engaging the
Diaspora has become one of the important activities of our government. Hoping this forum
will encourage skilled and able Tanzanians in the Diaspora to invest at home.

 Session 2: Finance and Innovative Funding Mechanisms
 Dr. Spinelli shared that OPIC is currently investing 60 million dollars of investments in
Tanzania. Their lending mechanism, which is focused on sustainable development, allows
long-term repayment of loans and adjustments as needed. He announced that on June 16th
– there will be a workshop on “Expanding Horizons” in Houston. He shared a registration
discount code, Houston35 – which will reduce the registration fee from $50 to $35. There
will be OPIC Finance and Insurance programs. Dr. Spinelli met with delegates 1-on-1.
 CRDB is a public company with shareholders. Ms. Naivasha encouraged members of the
Diaspora to become shareholders. The Diaspora plays a role in impacting people back home.
Save at home – e.g. via the Tanzanite platform. There are also personal and corporate
products. They are working to inspire, grow the economy through different means and
angles.
 Mr. Gumbs of the Anguilla Electric Company LTD is focused on increasing efficiency and
enhancing infrastructure. He urged the Diaspora not to only rely on major plants for energy
– these days there are other options like solar. We have to become creative and invest in
initiatives ourselves. For bigger initiatives, we can work with big banks and companies.
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Session 3: Shared Lessons and Experiences from the Tanzania Diaspora and their
Communities. During Friday’s Lunch, community leaders expressed their support for DICOTA and
welcomed DICOTA to host their next convention in their communities. They described their
communities and resources they provide them as well as activities that unite their communities. We
heard from representatives in:
 California
 Chicago
 Kansas City
 New York
 Oregon
 Seattle
 Wichita
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Texas State representative, Helen Giddings, then shared Greetings from the State.

 Session 4: Diaspora Public Private Partnerships (DPPP)
 We heard about the First Ladies Initiative by the George Bush Presidential Center. Women
in the Diaspora are encouraged to be involved in women-led initiatives.
 Zanzibar Social Security Fund is investing their funds in eco-friendly apartments, sports
arenas, parks, hotels, etc.
 People’s Bank of Zanzibar explained Islamic Banking that is open to all Tanzanians, with
opportunities for the Diaspora.
 Technology, including 3-D videos, was used by presenters to give delegates a true picture of
various projects and structures under development.

 Session 5: Understanding and Accessing Resources for Tanzanians in the
Diaspora - Part 1
 We heard from the Wajisirimali whatsapp group for networking Tanzanian professionals in
the Diaspora and at home – organized by profession/industry. Its membership has grown
tremendously.
 VICOBA supplements income of its members by provision of soft loan to group members,
who are encouraged to mobilize resources each week.
 Technology continued to be used by presenters to give delegates a true picture of various
projects and structures under development.
 We heard about additional opportunities for the Diaspora including new innovations in:
Housing – from all-inclusive apartments in gated communities to affordable housing by the
NHC.

 Session 6: Business
Opportunities

&

Entrepreneurship

Spotlight:

Challenges

and

From Venture Capital and logistics to promoting Tanzania from all angles, we heard from
two members of the Diaspora (Mr. Rweikiza and Ms. Lujwangana in America on: how to start a
business based on your passion; and take advantage of Lending and other Supportive Programs
created for small business owners that apply to the Tanzanian Diaspora (e.g. for African
Americans).

 Friday night, a Dinner Gala and Awards Ceremony included:
 Awards for Youth Achievement, Business Achievement, Professional Achievement and
Outstanding Philanthropist. Nominees were also recognized and given Certificates.
 Sponsors’ Certificates of Appreciation were also presented.
 Ambassador Wilson Masilingi gave brief remarks.
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 The Convention’s Airline Corporate Sponsor (Turkish Airlines) presented DICOTA’s
president and Tanzania’s Ambasador to the U.S., Mr. Wilson Masilingi, with gifts. The Preconvention Turkish Airlines ticket winner also received his airline certificate.
 Fashion shows featured designers: Asya Idarous/ Mama Mitindo; Flora Minja/ Dedas
Couture by 3; Judith Muro/ Go African Mitindo; and Daria Makaramba / Daria Designs.
 Entertainment was provided by artists: Gwaii, Peter Kayele & The Crane Dancers; Kheyza
Singh & Juli. DJs Issar and Luke Joe kept dancers on their toes.


Hon. Kjell Bergh delivered the Keynote Speech on Day 2 of the Convention,
Saturday April 30th.
He reminded and assured delegates that:
 The education and skill levels in the Diaspora can be used to further elevate Tanzania to another
level.
 He encouraged the Diaspora to contribute to Tanzania in different ways, including participating
in charitable walks (e.g. Kilimanjaro walk that benefited Books for Africa), contributing to health
and medical interventions, etc.
 He’s making bridges, including hosting the first Muslim congress person in the U.S., Rep Ellison
to Tanzania.
 Engagement from all Hon consuls in the U.S. is critical.
 Tanzania has so much more going for it than many other countries not just in Africa, but the
world (peaceful, human capital, resources).
 It doesn’t matter where you reside, it matters what you do.

 Session 7. Educational Loans and Insurance Programs
 The Higher Education Student Loan Board is prioritizing education – loans have increased in
quantity and amount. Since its inception in 1994, more than 2 trillion in loans have been given.
 NSSF discussed their schemes. In addition to the WESTADI welfare scheme, they also have:
Benefit transfers to Tanzania joining their traditional scheme. Houses Mortgage Financing is
coming soon, including Family Package, National Diaspora Policy, Appointment of Ambassadors,
among others.
 PSPF discussed their Pension Funds, particularly Mpango wa Uchangiaji wa Hiari (PSS).
Although just incepted in 2013, they have had tremendous growth in just three years, in
membership as well as amount. They also offer flexibility to members even if they are already
participating in other programs. They target professionals in different fields and those who are
self-employed. Funds submitted can be in Shillings or dollars.
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 Session 8. Healthcare & Education - How the Diaspora can Leverage
The healthcare and education panel was an example of the powerful impact that partnerships
between health entities (clinics, hospitals, doctors and nurses), universities, government, nonprofit, and foundations can have in preventing and ameliorating diseases at all levels of the
continuum from primary prevention to tertiary intervention.
We heard from: Tanzania’s Ministry of Health, UNESCO Center for Peace, Dedman School of Law/
Southern Methodist University, Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation, Seed Global Health,
Maendeleo, and Pink Ribbon Red Ribbon at the George W. Bush Presidential Center.

 Session 9. Diaspora Philanthropy
This panel described the power of service that crosses borders including programs around women’s
economic empowerment, mothers and newborns’ healthcare, youth sports programs, and crossborder volunteer programs for vulnerable persons in Tanzania. Presenters included
representatives from: Elevate A Girl Foundation, Inc. (Ms. Imani); Jambo Tanzania (Dr. Banda); and
Childbirth Survival International (Ms. Suedi).

 Session 10. Understanding and Accessing Resources for Tanzanians in the
Diaspora – Part 2
In this second part of Understanding and Accessing Resources in Tanzania for the Diaspora, we
heard directly from members of the Tanzania diaspora. Presenters included: Dr. Fundi of DeKalb
County Board of Education, Dr. Shallua of Mount Eagle College & University, and Mr. Suedi of the
World Financial Group.


Lucy Naivasha, Manager Diaspora Banking CRDB, then shared more of their Diaspora
Products.

 Session 11. Women in Leadership - The Underutilized Catalyst
The panel, consisting of women leaders in higher education, an international foundation, and
women’s training and empowerment, portrayed the varied and powerful roles that women are
playing across multiple entities. Presenters included Ms. Thompson of Mosorec International
Foundation, Dr. Kibona Clark of Howard University, and Ms. Bradford - former intern at Amal
Women’s Training Center.

 Overall recurring themes across sectors and fields included:
 Sustainable development/projects
 Investing resources back to Tanzania and within families
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 In-kind contribution (time) can be as impactful as monetary contributions; e.g. professionals
going on trips and donating their time for free
 Importance of scholarships – both contributions to knowledge and research in Tanzania and
availability of grants and programs to those in Tanzania and abroad.
 Shipment of medical supplies can save lives
 Small contributions from the Diaspora can save lives in Tanzania

 Convention Close and Certificates of Appreciation
Dr. Ndaga Mwakabuta, DICOTA’s President, closed the 6th DICOTA Convention, and presented
Certificates of Appreciation to Dallas Local Steering Committee Members and National Volunteers.

 Farewell (Kwaheri) Social Events/ Networking
 Following the official closing of the convention on Saturday April 30th, the local steering
committee hosted a Tanzanian BBQ “Nyama Choma” with simultaneous sports (soccer,
volleyball and basketball); as well as a bouncy house for children that entertained the
children at their level and simultaneously supported parents.
 The Njohole Foundation, co-founded by a former Tanzania Professional Simba Soccer player,
coordinated and implemented a “Simba vs. Yanga” Soccer Tournament at the Saturday’s
Offsite event, reminding everyone of being back in Tanzania. Besides the players themselves
(from all over the Diaspora) wearing jerseys of their preferred team, delegates in the
audience also had an opportunity to root for their team, by wearing a yellow (Yanga) or red
(Simba) Tshirt also sold by the Njohole Foundation on site. The game brought the community
and families together to share in a sporting activity.
 A farewell/Kwaheri dance followed, with final raffle winners (3 barrels to be shipped to
Tanzania thanks to AllAfrika Travel & Logistics; and 3 international airline tickets thanks to
Turkish Airlines and Tuzola). The local steering committee wished delegates good night by
providing late night (3 a.m.) nyama choma following the dance.
 A farewell/Kwaheri Tanzanian brunch with soup and other bites prior to delegates’
departure on Sunday May 1st completed the 2016 DICOTA Convention.
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We thank our Sponsors who contributed to the Convention’s Big Success and Allowed DICOTA to
Offer a Value of Over $500/Per Person at a Cost of $200 or less!

*

2016 DICOTA SPONSORS AND
PARTNERS….

Diaspora Council of Tanzanians in America
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DICOTA Convention 2016
April 28 – May 1, 2016
Dallas, Texas
CONVENTION THEME:
Leveraging the Tanzanian Diaspora Capacity: Linking
Growth, Opportunity and Prosperity
Dear Sponsors, Delegates and Tanzanian Diaspora in the U.S.A,
We wish to extend our thanks to everyone who attended our DICOTA 2016
Convention held in Dallas from April 28th to May 1st 2016. Our special thanks
also go to our esteemed 102 individuals who took their time to give us very
useful feedbacks through this survey. As always the participants for the
convention included Tanzanian from all over the United States and Tanzania,
friends of Tanzania, Sponsors, DICOTA leadership and North Carolina Steering
team.
The 2016 DICOTA Convention, organized by the Diaspora Council of
Tanzanians in America (DICOTA) and the five different Tanzanians
communities namely, Austin, Dallas, Houston, Kansas City and Wichita. Within
one week following the Convention, DICOTA conducted an online survey
requesting feedback from convention participants, in order to enhance future
conventions and activities.
DICOTA sent two separate surveys, one for Tanzanian sponsors and
participants who live in Tanzania and the other one for Tanzanians living
abroad in the Diaspora.
Survey participants provided their opinions on the overall satisfaction with the
Convention, selection of the convention city, hotel and type of service needed
for the convention. Timely advertisement of the convention and reaching out
2016
DICOTA
CONVENTION
majority
of the
prospective delegates
are the ones of theSPONSOR
key inputs DICOTA
received.
SURVEY RESULTS
Thank you all!

http://www.dicotaus.org
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DICOTA Board

Mr. Lunda Asmani – Chair
Ms. Jessica Che-Mponda - Sec
Mr. Fredrick Mjema – Past Chair
Dr. Crispin Semakula - Member
Dr. Kurwa Nyigu – Member
Ms. Miriam Chiume – Member
Mr. Jerry Mkony – Member
Ms. Asha Nyang’anyi – Member
Dr. Mbakisya Onyango – Member
Mr. Nasibu Sareva - Member

DICOTA EC
Dr. Ndaga Mwakabuta – President
Dr. Lyungai Mbilinyi – Secretary
Ms. Nisa Kibona – Dep. Secretary
Mr. Charles Bishota – Treasurer
Ms. Jane Temu – Assist. Treasurer
Dr. Lemmy Meekisho – Member
Dr. Patrick Nhigula - Member

Convention Steering
Committee
Ms. Viola Mbise: Co-Chair
Mr. Gerry Mshana: Co-Chair
Mr. John Adhero
Ms. Hilda Curry
Ms. Clara Rulegura Ford
Ms. Rahma Kahelo
Ms. Tuga Kalobo
Mr. Ben Kazora
Mr. Peter Kihwil
Mr. Evans Lukosi
Ms. Subira Mabuba
Ms. Anna Matulile
Mr. Daudi Mayocha
Ms. Maria Bondo Mosomi
Ms. Prisca Mshana
Mr. Bruce Mushi
Mr. Erasto Mvungi
Mr. Godfrey Ndagala
Mr. Michael Ndejembi
Mr. Alfred Nkunga
Mr. Rodrick Shao
Ms. Maua Swai
Mr. Lambet Tibaigana

National Volunteers

Mr. Ngana Andrew-Mziray

Overview: After every convention, DICOTA seeks to get input from all participants on their overall
experience and feedback on how the organization can continue to make future conventions even better.
Thirteen sponsors completed the survey with a close to 50% response rate.
Summary: Sponsors (100%) attended the convention to network with Tanzanians in the Diaspora, most
(90%) to support DICOTA’s mission, and the majority (60%) to promote their product. In sum, all sponsors
who responded to the survey were somewhat or very satisfied with the overall convention, that the
convention was worth the cost, and that they will likely attend future DICOTA Conventions. Furthermore,
the majority of sponsors were somewhat to very satisfied with the communication/ coordination between
them and DICOTA as well as the Diaspora Desk in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Tanzania. Finally, the
majority of sponsors were somewhat to very satisfied with their ability to discuss their product with
delegates during the convention.

The following are sponsor responses by category, followed by summarized open-ended comments.

How Did You Learn of the 2016 Convention?
Sponsors were asked how they learned about the convention, and they could select more than one
response. A little over a third (38%) had attended a previous convention, followed by 23% each who had
learned about the Convention from a Tanzanian government official or public notice, through social media
Diaspora Council of Tanzanians in America
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(blogs, including DICOTA’s Facebook, twitter, and website), and through a local Tanzanian community
association in the U.S. Sponsors also heard about the convention from a friend (15%), the Tanzania
Embassy in DC (8%), promotional local events (8%), and a local Tanzania Diaspora community leader (8%)
(See the pie chart below).

Motivation for Convention Attendance
When asked what motivated them to attend the Convention, all
the sponsors (100%) went to the convention to network with
Tanzanians in the Diaspora, followed by 90% to support
DICOTA’s mission to provide a link between Tanzania and the
U.S., 60% to promote their product, and another 20% to look for
U.S. investment partners.

Satisfaction with Overall Convention
Half of convention sponsors were very satisfied (50%) with the
overall convention, and another half (50%) were somewhat
satisfied. No one was dissatisfied with the convention (See the
bar graph below). Furthermore, all sponsors (100%) reported
that they were very likely to attend future DICOTA Conventions.
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Was the Convention Worth the
Registration Fee you Paid?
Of those who attended, the majority (67%) felt
that the registration cost was “completely fair and worth it,” and 33% of the participants thought it was
okay. No sponsors thought the cost was too much.

Communication Between DICOTA and Sponsor’s Organization
Of those who attended, 20% rated DICOTA’s communication with their organization as “excellent,” 40% as
“good,” and another 40% as fair.

Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ Coordination with
Sponsors in Tanzania
Almost half of sponsors (40%) were very satisfied with the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs’ Diaspora Department's Coordination in Tanzania,
another 40% were somewhat satisfied, and 20% were neutral. No one
was dissatisfied.

Discussing the Organization’s Product with
Convention Attendees
When asked how satisfied they were with their ability to discuss their
organization’s product with attendees at the convention, 60% were
very satisfied, 20% were somewhat satisfied, and 20% were neutral. No
sponsor was dissatisfied.

Diaspora Council of Tanzanians in America
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SPONSORS
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES

If you had to pick one thing that was most helpful, valuable, or impactful
to you at the 2016 DICOTA convention, what would that
be?
Networking among people in my profession. Wish there was a specific
break out session.
Management of delegates across USA.
Being able to put together most Tanzanians in one convention in which
one did not need to follow them to every state where they are.
Trust.
The hospitality received from the Tanzania team was good.

As a sponsor, what suggestions do you have for DICOTA in improving
future convention(s)?

1. Have break out sessions. 2. Have more 1-2 dynamic speakers that are
motivational / inspiring. Having everyone talk about their job descriptions is
okay but after 5-6 it's easy for most people to lose interest. So having
motivational speakers among those who present would be good.

Improve more of your service.

Better communication to all Tanzanians in the U.S. so that all can have
equal opportunity to participate.

DICOTA leadership should move to Diaspora Communities to enhance
confidence and improve resources.

It should be advertised properly so that more influential people can
attend.

Other comments, suggestions, or questions
 Keep it up.
 It is a good idea to let Tanzanians living in the U.S. to meet
and exchange ideas. This idea should be kept and
appreciated by all. Furthermore, Tanzanians should put
emphasis during their conventions, on putting Tanzania
first.
 So far so good; Pole pole tutafika (meaning, slowly we will
get there). The DICOTA leadership is moving in the right
direction. Next DICOTA Convention 2017/18 in what city?
 Consider revising the payment of the tables for display of
products by considering that some businesses are trying to
grow and hence to pay $500 is a little on the higher side!
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DELEGATES SURVEY RESULTS
With over 300 sponsors and delegates at the 2016 convention, DICOTA was pleased to have over a 30%
response rate from the delegates.

Summary of Results: The following is a summary of the responses received by each question.
When asked to identify the capacity in which they attended the convention, respondents indicated (note
this was a multi-selection question):
73% as delegates
10% as presenters
3% as sponsors (note: this data was moved to sponsor survey results above)
26% as convention planning committee
11% Other (Board or Executive Committee members)

Diaspora Council of Tanzanians in America
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How did you learn of the 2016 DICOTA Convention?
When asked how they learnt about the convention,
respondents indicated:
51% learnt about the convention, as they had
previously attended one
36% learnt about event through their local Tanzania
Association (Jumuiya)
36% learnt about the event through the internet &
social media
31% learnt about the event through a friend
7% learnt about the event through one of the
following 3 channels - Public notices in Tanzania, the
Tanzania Embassy in the US, or pre-convention Happy
Hours hosted at the Hotel.
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The reasons that led diaspora delegates to attend the convention based
on importance
For this question, the respondents were
asked to rank the topics based on
importance to them. The topics, ranked in
order of importance, were as follows:
1. 80% wanted to support DICOTA’s
mission to provide a link between
US and Tanzania and find
opportunities to promote growth and
resolve challenges.
2. 78% wanted to network with other
Tanzanian Diasporans and/or attend
social gatherings.
3. 64% wanted to look for investment
opportunities in Tanzania.
4. 62% wanted to learn more about
new policies affecting the Tanzanian Diaspora.
5. 50% wanted to meet government officials and/or business leaders/ and or panelists.

Satisfaction with overall convention
With over 93% approval ratings, see the graph below:

Diaspora Council of Tanzanians in America
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Value of the convention
When asked to provide their opinion around the value of the convention, the
majority of the respondents believed that they received good value for the
money spent:
77% of the respondents believed it was completely fair & worth it
19% felt that it was ok
1% thought it was too much
3% believed it was too low

Motivation for attending this year’s
convention
For this question, respondents were asked to select the primary reasons that drove their attendance at this
year’s convention (more than one option could be selected)
59% attended because of the theme.
58% attended because of the location.
33% attended because of the profile of the speakers / presenters.
29% because of the themes/exhibits and for the social events /
entertainment.
22% attended because of the various marketing done around the
convention

Likelihood of attending a future convention
Respondents were asked to indicate likelihood of attending a future convention.
73% indicated that they were very likely to attend.
25% were somewhat likely to attend and
2% where neutral.
No respondents indicated that they would not consider attending a future convention.
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The five Sessions rated most helpful and valuable to respondents

The respondents were asked to indicate the sessions that they found
most helpful and valuable during the convention. The top five rated
sessions/ activities were as follows:
1. Healthcare & Education - How the Diaspora can Leverage.
2. Finance & innovative Funding Mechanisms.
3. Understanding and Accessing Resources in Tanzania for the
Diaspora.
4. Social Programs in general.
5. Keynote speaker [Representative of President John Magufuli]).

What topic (s) would you like to see at the next Convention?
This was an open-ended question to the respondents with the option to input up to
three topics. The three key topics that emerged as needed to be addressed at a future
convention or through other mechanisms within DICOTA included:
1.
Addressing policies that impact Tanzanians in the diaspora including dualcitizenship, immigration, governance and industrialization.
2.
Investment opportunities in Tanzania and in America for Tanzanians in the
diaspora and at home, as well as financing options.
3.
Increased focus on health care, education, entrepreneurship, philanthropy and
diaspora success stories.

What suggestion do you have for improving our future convention(s)?
For this question, respondents were able to provide open-ended comments on how they would like future
conventions to be enhanced. A few themes emerged including:
 Time Management: Request for better time management at future conventions, supported by
shortened presentations from speakers, breakfast served in or just outside the room where the
meetings are taking place,
fewer speakers or sessions to
allow for better coverage
depth of key topics of
interest/focus.
Ensure
delegates are in sessions in a
timely fashion.
 Speakers/Key Note:
As
speakers/keynote address
can drive attendance, have a
confirmed schedule available
for prospective delegates
well in advance. Need to have
Diaspora Council of Tanzanians in America
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more detailed dialogue around issues affecting the diaspora, e.g., immigration, duel-citizenship etc.
Technology/ AV: Test technology and A/V
equipment in advance. Ensure proper facilities
are in place for Q&A.
Diaspora Engagement: Conduct more outreach
to the diaspora to increase participation. Share
more success stories around how DICOTA helps
empower and build up the diaspora. Echo of need
for diaspora database.
Cultural Cuisine: Request for more traditional
Tanzanian cuisine throughout the duration of the
convention
Location: Convention location should be close to
a major airport and easily accessible by local transportation and be affordable

What US City would you like to see the next convention be held in?
This was another open-ended question posed to delegates for their feedback. While some respondents
were open to any location, others emphasized the need to have the convention in an easily accessible and
affordable city, and many more chose to specify their city of preference. The most commonly mentioned
cities for DICOTA to consider as possible hosts for the next convention in order of preference were:
1. New York
2. Seattle (almost tied New York in delegates’
preference)
3. Atlanta
4. Los Angeles/ or San Diego
5. Wichita
6. Washington DC.

Feel free to leave any other comments, suggestions, or questions
This was an open ended question that yielded the
following common themes: A significant amount of
praise to the DICOTA organization for organizing a
positive and uplifting event. Requests for further
engagement with the diaspora through more
frequent meetings, creation of professional sub
groups, and bring more new faces into the
organization.
Requests for information from
convention to be published on the DICOTA website.
Suggestions for logistical improvements for future
conventions.
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Would you be interested in being more involved with future DICOTA
activities?
The majority of the respondents indicated an interest in
getting more involved with DICOTA and its activities.
77.63% of the respondents expressed an interest in
getting involved with DICOTA activities.
7.63 of the respondents preferred not to participate
in any activities at this time.
19.74% of the respondents indicated that they are
unsure of whether they wanted to participate in any
activities at this time. N being more involved with
future

DICOTA activities?

Given what you have learned at this convention, would you now be
interested in participating in the Diaspora Database?
The majority of the respondents found value in having a diaspora database.
58% of the respondents expressed an interest in participating in the Database initiative
8% of the respondents preferred not to participate in the database at this time
34% of the respondents indicated that they had already registered for the Diaspora Database.
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